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; ADDITION 10 PLAINTIFF'S OPPORITION TO DEFENDANTS! MOTION TO DISMISS; PLAINTIFF'S 
RENEWAL OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY HUDGEMENT amé—te STATEMENT OF MATERIAL FACTS 
AS TQ WHICH THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUE and MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES ATTACHED 
THERETO, 

h 

Kote to Lois- first page numbered 1.) 

Plaintiff apologizes to the Court for thexmezixtm his inability to incorporate 

this at the appropriate places, but that was made impossible By counsel for defendants, 

Despite the contrary certification to this Court that the exhibits had been served upon 

plaintiff on January 13, there were not. Moreover, they were not supplied in response 

to plaintiff's first request for them. ka They had not even been copied for plaintiff 

by the time of the second request, Plaintiff fir st saw them at 11:23 a.m. February 8, 
freqerng / 

1971, at a time when the relevant—poftions had already been typed. Plaintiff's resources 

and facilities are severely limited. Because he cannot anticipate being able to complete 

the responses he deems necessary within the time allowed, he has no alternative to 

the form he here uses, Unfortnuately, this also imposes a burden upon the Gourt in 

that it makes necessary a certain amount of repetition and redundancy. Plaintiff hopes_ 

the Court will understand that this is neither plaintiff's desire nor of Aetatietiniaae. 

The facts as to the non-serice and non-receipt of the attachments and to the time of 

their receipt are contained in the attached affidavit ane otter to the Assistant United 

States Attorney both dated February 8, 1971. 

Even at this late date, a remarkably late date for an affidavit executed more than 

four months eqrlier, two of the three exhibits were not fully complete in the copies 

provided plaintiff and with respect to at least one the annotations thus elimdhnated are 

germaine, 

this late receipt of the attachments, with other of plaintiff's papers not yet 

completed, makes impossible the proper organization and correlation that would be 

preferred by plaintiff for the lofical presentation of his case and to economize on space 

and the time of the Court, 

Plaintiff believa, has alleged, and believes he has proven that there ia, in fact, 

no genuine issue as to any material fact, Proper understanding of these attchments fortifies 

this statement, which may, in part, explain deffedidnats' fahlure to suppy them as certified 

to this Court and in response to plaintiff's request thereafter. 
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pPlaintife fas alleged deliberate obfuscation, misrepresentation, Peoples ae 

falsehood. The astachments establish these charges with one difference: cule the 

falsehood is under” ‘oath ‘and is, af oncetny opinion, at the very crux of the’ ‘hatters 

pretiended to be is issue by defendants, They also mace unawgidable ‘the pelief tna 

defendants ‘hays isiowinely ee parposetully Jarasa ee vartousppapens with the irrelevant) 

to the end that plaintift's responses thereto would have to be at length, thus interfering 

with plaintittts ability to devote as attention exclu svelte +0 the relevant, and vequining 

     that he address: the save Gas So that a false recor ¢ jnaot be established, now an 

fort history, and So. p phat the Court might evaluate. maa and is” not relevant, 

  

~ Because of the, serious nature of ee ere he commences with those 

that afta, the Co has to have known were false ‘when he swore nw ESS These 

‘Selections! are from the @ ipchisns number, 8 and 7? Seescextcamcrat page 5, Of Exhibit Oe 

    

  bibs E = make it sates tom ae ee 
Archives a oe: sure: Sof i. Seren of the terms or the letter oe ‘and 

  

"9.Plaint a has never specifically requested permission tea examine the above-mentioned 
articles of clothing, nor has he specifically requested permission to ‘Cie ‘anes 
photograph. the above-mentioned articles of clothing, Consequently, the National Archives and 
Records: Service has never denied such requests. (all emphasis added), 

e
e
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lhe: Seonus ae of the first quotation is false because, as previously set forthe 
the Na: ronal Archives, meaning the affiant also, did permit the eae Broadcasting 
syste Yo LO aur that, eT 

LN TSS 3 . F 
or going | ato the citations of the writtan econ establishing ‘the complete 

Seer aeane flafehood in these material misrepresentations, plaintiff asks the Gourt to 
note the complete: contradiction in these two paragrapgs. The first Beane a "In regard to 

the request e plaintift to be allowed to take his own aoe anhe of. the clothing of. 

the late President” and the second ‘Zs swearing that "olaintitt has never speci fininiygs, 

specifically roques ted permission to Eo ee raph the above mentioned articles of clothing," 

Both are under oath, If one is true, the other is false, Dhere+s;—perkaps,;—n- 

escane From periury in 

a ee is still further misreprésentation to this Courts The "above mentioned NP 

  

articles of clothing" are listed in Paragraph 2 (p.1) as "s..consisting of a coat, shirt, 

necktie, shoes, socks, trousers, belt, handkerchief, a comb, back brace and 

shorts, which are referred to in the complaint. filed im. ope) a above-entitled action," We) 
1/7 
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» as CEs 393, 594, 395, and plaintiff has never expresgé 

beyond any question, these are not what pkaxmki££ plaintiff sought or seeks, Plaintiff's 

requests are nfid have been limited to those items in evegence before the eae Commission 

     

  

Anterest of any. kind in any. 

of the oS other than che shirt, tie ana, ocho shhaedsse euegests aut nig 

; deception spon the court is not accidental but is deliberately designed: to anelude all 

haut vow a 

Onn fon sere purposes." 

e plaintift | feels impelled to protest cAS7a5 ee ‘and 80 toe and ‘shtasea, 

  

   

: ‘rejected appeal. ‘Affiant peep this conrespondence. 

on things, notably the und rgarment and ee brace. (now 23 they, happen oi forget that | 

  

fe ' : 
hee bandage in this contriven 62), to ce a appear falsely o this. (Sours. Picts plaintiff's 

interests are other than scholarly, the Tae ous suggestions fastens le and oy, 

oe Ber ticularly this language:",..for the purpose of satisfying personal curiosity hae 

  

_Tnftre context of the lengthy correspondence whieh could not be more explicit, 

tion 

    

     

  

a fhe use of the word "specifically" is an unbecoming weaselling, Bithor netstat Gia 

S a 

fot make such redeesis. While there is no genuine issue, defendants pretend eneee 

personal _ y * Z 
s a 

PLS ay eee did make such requests and to ates iaopiraesy diye 
A 

eS eauetes of course, cannot be cited from files. ‘But? a 4 reflection oF. them. 

  

can bey and where this is done, the Court is asked Aes nate hee they are phat only ‘undeniied 

aE are confirmed i in the e corpesporldencd Cian ineSeporated I by reference in plaintiff's 

See 

: iy 

‘Blaintatt is aware OE one burden gf lenghity papers pee upon the bles and the 

Jeopardy to plaintiff involved therein, He fe. asks ae Cane té undertsnfd that . 

the following quotations are not Hiteseuibod: Ces but. are _selected ae on the basis 

eh er. ‘thexé relevance t0 ‘thie false representation of them aioe athe ‘Gu emphasis added) 

Plaintiff's Desénber iv 1969 letter to aftient:      

  

Te cas now ‘pes some time since I asked he, Jo’ 
Kennedy's shirt and tie, When he said he presumed it not be seen T asked about 
having pictures taken for bee There has been no. woud since," : 

Mr. Johnson is Medd Goats the ivohagee caus in immediate anitee of tnx 
the Warren Commission archive, : 

Plaintitt described with care several og the pictures he desires: 

",.-closeup picture of the button—hole area of the coltar., to clearly ghow the slits. 
»-ecloseup picture of the knot area of the tie, from +nengrBh WI OG oa x   
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( defendant PAH, a eee ao) 

ahd a picture directly jo the side of the at, showing the uaick..." 

Plaintiff also o duplicate negatives, posure seat rather than the deliberately 

false claim that plaintité asked to be his: own shotossannert which) also sa handling ty 

   “the garments pote of defendants" cameras he wanted defendants to use Gu would Like the 3 

“Specd-Graphic camera used" #)ana the size of the prints of these closeup! Views ee ‘pranteth ue 

a3 In and of itself ae letter proves the deliberate falsity ‘of all. Oe defendants" . 

ae oe nisrepresen tations and false swearings under Gian saat establishes that there Ls 

no genuine issue as to saphie pezi all ll But: oe is ee Palbne, far from it. And. it and et 

other letters leave no doubt that plaintiff requested that. eevendenr take as oe 

‘ a 

and on their ow. eaukpnent, even keeping the negatives and supplying waintife) ot nis conte 

with duplicate negatives, 

Affiant, jersorestts responded under date. of Feary 22, 1970: 

  

: Cire ao not prepare special aint oeenee of etaae Kennedy's clothing for researchers". 

G Op oe, Fp se line). This.is full acknolwedgement og the request the affiant swore was no 

made, eo . whether or not the request was "ppee fically" made", “and is a complete rejection. 

Bale ee,” ie 5 wyt nat, Beck npc s that pluby r-fibo be fobben 

Gc Gourt is also asked to note ‘the opening of. this letter, which, is relevant to 

iy 

Se Spurious: claim shat plaintatt 3 sae ‘not availed himself or the available administrative 

remedies. It acknowledges, "Yeu as requested that we teat all yopr etter. ‘and requests 

as your appeal under tie Freedom of ‘Information Act (5 U.S SEs 552) a ee the then 

current request was included, but ab did not happens 

   

  

Plaintiff replied 6 Saayary 27, 1970, dincotly to affiant, De Bheais, beginning 

with the request that nel oe ae examine the printe of the official = published 

copes of . two Ais tes np Behes these pictures are vitterly without meaning. They do nat 

Aicetase. to careful, examination, whats tener? to. My purpose is Siaply to be able 

yo do this, 1 regard this purpose as quite peesee. aee i suggest you aise want +0 consider 

what you are really saying in this sentence, ‘We do. no times prepare special photographs eo 

of President Kennedy's clothing for researchers'» Ee: ‘the originals are without meaning and. 

you will not make those than can have meaning, are you not sayame ceeing to it that no one= 

can have any meaningful access to this most basi¢ wevidence?...0n CE 394, my sole interest ~ 

is in the slits that ar@ the. subject of. testimony glt is of these that’ would like 8x10 ace 

enlargements, as large as canbe made with clarity...With CE 395m the saleses (with 

regard to. the: tie] if there are any other views already recorded in photographs, T would pices 

slike to be able to examine them. éIt should be obvious that any proper assessment of this 

evidence..-requires consultation with at least one other view, that from the side.. iE spell 

this out for you because | am anxious to.avpid any unfair inference that the goveranee 2s 

hiding’ ahything, of which there are already too many inferences, ” 
A” 

Re a 
Ses PS i ;



Yea TRUSTe. vey Ue CULO Ol THe Lona apsence ob the essential one wim regara” 

AQ -5 

This xeduces to fietion pee decdive the court, about any question of 

; v! iculous 

plaintiff's intentions, and makes reidimlous the affients gratubtnous and irrelevant 

argument about whatifis sufficient for plaintitt, Study, which is none ofvattiants bsuiness 

in, facie ode cn, Taw or under ne contract, Reference here was +0 the pahuadhde | 
PLC e eee pe these two exhibits which appeared to be of no worth as evidenee and peat 

ae as gore ln EAN . et canteeny bo The speech porous i [hit lortach. 

Affiant, crsonally, responded under date: of eect 12, 1970, Sams: two things: 

  

"We are ee enlargenents of Osis Sento ‘Beni pe 594 and 505.505" meaning of 

the published pee of rs pa alas Wha 

"We have two photographs od CE 594 that woporenezed that we can show YOu, We do not 
furnish copies of these two_ Duo toeraphee 

“ig 

The refusal, again, is absolute, ‘the request is specific, and the Sourt is asked tome 

          “aE Pesbot to the false a ard Min 9 r2 9 of Dr. Rhoads! acters sae 

follows ; is from saints Lotter of Haak 3, written p prior to receipt of 

. Dre. Rhoads’ letter ‘dated March 12, The Court is aged to note that this is plaiatitEs 

2 (than aru eAharo ), | 
second written andj undenied reference to his verbal requests; the first Ab 

    

  

  

~ from plaintiff's December 1, as ‘letter to Dr. Rhoadsg   
to the tie, a side view, ...-Your silence on this after so long a lapse of timesss. I again 

ask tnat you do this, which is entirelwin accord with4%our own practise..-The only uses 

to which the pictures you” BHEZXMEZE Nave can be used precludes scholarship, for they are 
meaningless, and cénstitutes an unseemly“txspiag and” unnecessary display of the late 
President's blood. Thatifis not what I want. However, you insisted I use this, pretending Lt 
is other than it is. You have yet to dispute my statement to you that the pictures you 

Supplied are utterly without Beers "("Oniy"and "precludes" emphasized in n original) 

The Gourt is asked to oe that with repet tion of this challenge and, with cep ples 
   

  

of it to the representative of ‘a family, there was never eee that tale ote 

This , r 
meaningless and useless pig=aras for study, ## was never, ever, denied by anyone, and) none- 

ae eee ee 

theless, in his affidavit, Dr, Rhoads gratuituously Tae Us eee that in oes. 

which is contrary to 100% of the written record y (Baragrpah 8), Hee ee 

eee 

has Pr possession which should be aden ‘for any research ‘purposes he may have in 

mind,"
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Asgdrbe—fr ee —the tated falsehood here sworn to in an effort to deggive the court and 
a 

~ Itise 
defraud the plaintiff, uhetts efitirely disproved by the foregoing correspondence and what 

will be quoted, gaé-astte—from—the—fact—that neither law nor regulation nor contract vest 
= 4 . for 

Dr. Rhoads or anyone else with the right to decide for any researcher what he needs or what 
research, Thy io vewweh couched m a 

tease ther deliberately prejudicial words, calculated to suggest that plaintiff's 

  

me 
purpose is not research and is illicit; "any research purposes he may have in mind, this is 
a 

‘s totalitarian, not an American concept. It is not for Dr. Rhoads to dictate what research 
ite, His kunckhwn wo Lacs) thet 
anyone may or may not do, what ie anyone may or may not study. AW research, wt supfres 8 ph: 

Isthould be abundantly clear that Dr. Rhoads' sworn statement is false and that 

plaintiff was put to the waste of considerable time in-whieh plaice boa to explain 
unpescs 

both his purposes and the failure of any available pictures to meet those! specified alone, 

Gfhutis of fheqarmet jtsort] 1 
With regard to"the two photographs of CE aoe nat you have prepared byt do not 

furnish copies of," plaintiff wrote Dr. Rhoads on March 16, "would you mind telling me 

why you do not furnish copies?", 

On March 19 plaintiff informed Dr. Rhoads, personally, of the arrival of the enlarge-— 

Ment» decsribing them as 

",.eunfortunately, (are) a complete waste for they disclose nothing but gorehnd, as 
I tried to tell you, gore is something in which I have no interest at all, I have examined 
these enlargement with an engraver's less. It is not possible to identify the slits, for 
example, in the collar...My interest, as I believe I explained with some care and detail 

[= correspondence and in person, is to be able to examine this evidence in connection with 
the verbal evidence. ¥ 

And idea of what the Archivist considers "enlargment" follows: 

ay have measured the enlargements and the original prints. With the shirt, where the 
collar is 1 3/4" wide in the ordginal print, it is but 3" wide in the enlargement..." oo 

Apiny -3 fre 
This represents conetienetly less than the cutelbtie evlangememt of the most amateurish 

Fven 

shapshots by the rankest amateurs with the cheapest cameras, Her a simple two-time enlarge- 
ment is 

witice this "enlarged" size, 

"aeetha fact that I can magnify this greatly with a lens supports the belief that 
what I asked of you is possible and presents no unusual problem If you cannot shawxmx 
supply me with a picturef* that eveywshows the damage to the shirt, I fail to see how you 
can refuse to take such a picture for me, And there remains the same question about the 
kuokxke damage to the knot of the tie, we have only one view of it and there should, be at 
least two, preferably three, one from the front, one from the side {which is what asked) 
and one from the back, ‘ 

Thus, this 2471 wot berg all That is relucnt, ano fegis Adieto 
Thebesis for Dr, Rhoads' sworn opinion of the’adequacy of what is available for plaintiff! 

C we Aas
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plan 
Betthm—awhet the Court is asked to keep in mind ig=ske constant reiteration of 

specificg requests of a nature than clearly preclude any sensational or undignified use}; ———— 
—_—_—_—_ 

  

/ 
that where relevant are explained, with the aeed and purposes explained; aed the 

constant rejectd¢ons of these requests, represented under oath as never having been made,’ 

abso) utery, GV—_—_-"_o es 
and that is a suit for access to kke whathis specifically asked and denied, 

a 

That there can be no doubt and that the false swearing cannot be accidental is 

olneatty Ly wf v4 
again apparent in Dr, Rhoads' letter of April 16, relating to those photographs 

hte 
in files: 

"Wé prepared the photographs of the shirt and the codst to show researchers 
instead of the clothing, We do not furnish copies or enlargements of these photographs for 
the same reason we do not take special photographs of the clothing for fresearchers — to 
avoid any possible violationg of the agreement with the Kennedy family", 

As previously pointed out, this is quite contrary to the actual provisions of the 

Thret stip wld § F 
contract, which is appended to this affidavit. i+—requiwes "Access...shall be permittted 
only to.,.-Any serious scholar or investigatorg of matigrs. ot ae to the death of the 
late President Kennedy for purposes relevant to his Ener eop. De Te & 

— deeds f 
It does not say fmex "for purposes the Archivist are relevant to his study thereof" 

ite opposite the yepresentation in this letter and in the affidavit of which it is 
part pe9), the contract provides that 

Xalipz ("the Sininistratodis authorized to photograph or otherwise reproduce any @@s 
such materials for purposes of examination in lieu of the originals# by persons authorized 
to have aoces, pArsuant to paragraph I(2) or pheergepph I1(2), @ fhe we hue £ Ve kunrent ney wmia prvwederll piso.) 

The Bort to make it appear that the family is responsible for the suppression is 
hha /h po tb 

nd new, as this, shows, and-in-ithed meanooeChiorly false and an unspeakable defamation, 

especially under the circumstances, 

Whe only possible violatio f the agreement with the Kennedy family" ligyin 

refusing po take these pictures, which is what plaintiff repeatedly asked, despite the 

contrary false swearing, Complaint Exhibit C shows that the family interposed no objection 

and gave the Archivist Suge full authority. 

As was not uncommon, there Rewe=> was any Tesponse to plaintiff's March 19 letter, as 

there usually was no response to the pojnts raised in the earlier ones, Wherefore, on June 

20, plaintiff filed his formal appeal, to which he will returnpiin comment on Exhibits 1 and 
Just 1 

2, tet received, 

Two months later, nudged a bit by the filing of the appeal, the Acting Archivist 

h i 

replied instead of the Archivist, es 4t least said he replied, to letters then more than
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five months without answer! This surely is a new interpretation of the requirement 

of the act, "promptness"! Iffinally informed plaintiff that for use of the provisions of 

5 U.S.C. 552, "We have no form for this purpose. Any request which clearly identifies the 

document desired is sufficient". This should lay to rest any question of plaintiff's 

recorés 
cimplaince with the "identifiable wording of the law. 

In belated response to plaintiff's complaint about the utter meaninglessness of the 

copies of the published pictures provided, their lack of even bad amateur quality is 

adequately reflected in this language: 

—_— 
pre ared 

"If 5x7 printsxa@& showing enlargements from negatives we p from prints of 

of 
Commission Exhibits 394 and 395 will be satisfactory, we can furnish those to you. Our 

photographer feels that 8x10 prints would not be satisfactory." 
it 

If the court knows anything aboutgphotography, it will understand that an 8x10 

ays 
enlargement of a Speed -Graphic size negativef# is almost the mmallest size that can be 

and “ x “y7 “ Lilecgem wt" we virtud anrone ft ell, 

described as an "enlargemen "(The court is also asked to note the built-in guarantee of 

én 

a still less clear photograph being offered when it is not being offered from we negative 

y 

——— 

put "from hegatives we prepared from prints oF" Gpmeicieenthe existing and useless photographse 

Theat 

And after all these may months of silence about tee pictures of the damage to the 

tie that did not even exist, 

"We will also prepare protographs of the damaged area of the knot of the necktie in 

CE 895 which we will show you in the Nationa Archives Yuilding without furnishisg prints 

to_you." 

eu 

THES, two months after filing of the appeal, still a refusal, still a proof that the 

affidavit swears falsely, and at that but a single one of the three views necessary to 

C \ , ; 5 and “Hs anardrg 
_, Lemon do bite, Ay fn plenty pled his afypreck, 

any serious i fee phiont ff beh She WH a ptf geweng prainge 1p 

bl wrt loro e v , Mhn- ard Y hee / 

xhibit 8@% 895 is unrelated to the tie in any way. If this is a typographic error, 

A CE3 9S 
all that is offered is pkotographs of the printed and meaningless photography 1t does not 

even promise to take a single picture of the tie itself and is thus at best a deception, 

Str : 
And of that casos . 

a — nigra tr, 

herd—thon- fhe conclusion of this letter, with great gnemasity Vestovide upon an 

American the right to write "for purposes of com.ent or argunent...but we cannot undertake 

% aiferrhanta’ 

to answer...." Thus, theie arbitrary rulings, their violations of their own regulations 

fstidin d= 

and ie ane not subject to appeal. So that the full meaning of this arbitrariness will



not be lost upon the Court, the language guoted abaut "Exhibit 895 " seems to say that 

defendants will "prepare photographs...without furnishing prints to you." If this is other 

oo = 

than a designed deception, yameyaeeself-servingly concocted two months after plaintiff 

filed his formal appeal, how can the Court regard the above-quoted lanague that is repeated, 

Mm 

as ,the Archivists letter of April 16, 1970, "we do not take special photographs of the 

clothing for researchers"? 

Phuc 
If one statement is ste, must not the opposite be a lie? (ane- Fis correspondence 

a 

also documents other false statements, some adhered to for months after plaintiff produced 

proof of their falsity, 
: ; 

Still trying to lay a basis for practising defeption on this Go rarity 
: vin, fhe 

mM 
whut 

Aifindiwt WUuete eyo vn hf tb tn bf unl 49 

with plaintiff, the Archivist avoiding signing the letter, G@xeferring to the utterly eh, 
sel ete ; ; - 4p hinges 

worthless and meaningles copies of the printed photographs,- f 2e—time 

    as , for exmfple, in his August 26 response.) 

urt, 

  

after filing of the instant+compleint, plaintiff received this? 

"Tf the enlargements of the back of the shirt is satisfactory, we will prepare 

similar enlargements of ifthe front of the shirt and of the necktie (CE 395) if you wantf 

Seem txx these." $ ru He 4 wifluns Bb, Bp ern, Alf -Ativny and a feuthr, wet nnff b fre 

Its remoteness from anything that could result in a clear picture and in a collection 

This in by fr the wrt - 
of unclear oes) this was so poor even the stripes on the President's shirt could not 

be distinguished “and, as plaintiff had already pointed out, the damage was indinstinguishable) 4 

? 
"The print was made from a negative we prepared from a print in the exhibit files of 

the Warren Commission." 

= mF 
Plaintiff's return-mail reply of September 15 [uuimeast suggestet the self-serving 

character of the letter and of the print said, without any denial then or since: 

"The print yougent me is valueless on several counts. Despite your contrary pretenses, 

you persist in making available for use only pictures that can be used for nothing but 

undignified and sensational purposes, pictures that show nothing but gore. This, I repeat, 

is not my interest. It is also perhaps the most indistinct print I have every seen,..My 

eEkE exclusive interest is in evidence. This picture is totally valueless as evidence, for 

A fit makes impossible even the certainty of the outlines of the hole. Were I to try and 

trace this hole, even that would be impossible. Why you have clear pictures youcannot deny 

meWithout violation of the law, and especially after I have gone to court, with all that 

considerable trouble and expense, I regard this as a particularly shabby and unbecoming 

trick....4Emphasis in original) 

After rejection of plaintiff's appeal and plaintiff's response of September 19, 1970, 

‘] u 
Dr. Rhoads wrote plaintiff again one tober 9, which was Y days after he execjted this 

affidavit. In that also selfQserving letter which has the treansparent purpose of prbaring 

dipent ints 7a 

a deception of the Court, all he offered to do by way of making a picture is two things:
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2 
Try and take busines away from my local photo store by off#ering to, make enl,rgements 

of those pictures I had obtained from the Department of Justice; and maximum reduction 

to the absurd: 

"If you are interested in obtaining a further enlargement of the bullet hole in the 

particular photograph of President Kennedy's shart which is published as Commission Exhibit 

394, we will attempt to make this enlargement. 
2S 

An enlargenontfof nothing is more nothingness. This is a spurious offer, made without 

serious intent and capable of no use except as an imposition upon the Court in a suit 

then igs since filed. The unchallenged record, repeated and repeated and repeated, is 

* uli thu” apa 

that Otographg¢ is totally meaningless and valueless as evidence, which perhspa 

hiwt,' 
explains tie-insistence ee en: Oe ated” y Pi j tay wheat fee FB prbevird of te 

If this gives the EN Fra prs toate PeEREES om proper materials for 

Lom study, it does not mislead the Court. Defendants have persisted in refusing to 

provide plaintiff with so much as a single photogryfh that shows the alleged damage to 

any garment that is the most basic evidence of the erime’y with som muchas a single picture 

that can be Sfied for serious scholarship — or with any picture that can be used for any 

but undignified or sensational, quite improper and unscholarly purposes. There is not at 

any a any person even the slighest pro forma denial of plaintiff's constantly 

repeated protests at being fed the gore and the persistent refusal to provide any thing 

else. 
h per ae gut 

This gould also provide the vLourt with an evaluation of the (seriousness of the 

mralevan 64 it " 
gratuitous cements in this affidavit, about the adequacy of what was protided 

plafitiff for "study", how "adequate" it is, and then that contemptible insult also 
Chlaw 

designed to mislead the Court, "for any research purposes he may have in mind." 

. 2 s 

Tbe serioushess with which’ defex the .Gevernment takeg the contractual provisipn, to 

ge) 
# prevent "undienified or sensational use") is now clear, with the providing of Reshma 

< Cesendamts ¥ tackt ackniolfedgement, & id can be used for no other purposese         

  

   A a ¢ that, from even ta 
  

} Plaintiff submits that both the falseness of this swearing and the intent to 

swear falsely are beyond question. Almost without exception the written recom cited is 

between plaintiff and the man who swore falsely. His own and his counsel's use of it make 

it as material as anything can possibly be. ibe 

Plaintiff further submits that this record and this affidavit, false as it is, ,leavey 

no doubt that there is, in fact, no genuine issue as to any material fact, which
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entitled plaintiff to ju€gement in his favor as a matter of law, on this record alone, 

There is more misrepresentation and deception in this affidavit. to which plaintiff 
an fhe HfelanT 

hope _to—be—abhbemts returnd, But directly related to this cited record is the two earlier-— 

numbered Exhibits, 1 and ¥ 2, 

The Court is reminded that the copies so late in being provided plaintiff are not 

olind 
complete copies, the first Page, Having parts of three sides removed and with them 

notations that were added. The remianing notations, though the copying of copies or of 

.€opies of copies, are unclear. However, the misleading character of the reference to 

t e 
"Items ‘as though the Wating of plaintiff here becomes clear. It was not by plaintiff and 

0 
wes not faithful. ; ) 

P {emt ufo Evhi 4 tl bs 

Tets- appeal fbegdtn with reference to tke earlier request$ above cited. The marginal 

note is incomprehensible in plaintiff's copy, but it is sufficient to record that this 
nud indewporedron by Men difindint, All reference /@id not go @nnoted. The third paragryah, after which theaze-if a check mark, so 

it, too, was not unnoted, begins (emphasis added): 

& 

"Herewith I appeal a subsequent decision to rfuse me photographic copies of 

protographs in these files." ch ppe® 7 

the Pg rene sey, 
The part of the left marginal note that remains on fplaintiff teeeess seems to ‘ 

® te, 
"hat does he want", So, on this basis it was not unnoted, Underneath this note and another 

Gn aren flrawn bb _ffth pueguph, / 
that is incomprehensible is the mechanism for misrepresentation) aed in the right-hand 

1 poh periph oe 
gargin(the encircled number "1", That paragraph refers to but one of the copies or 

this ptth prof 
photographs, both yds plural in plaintiff's apveal, Where @ldintiff's appeal offered 

a 
defendants alternatives, "I ou for it or for an enlargement of the @rea showing the : [nit force) ) 

Sanageho the shirt.", these words were underlined and magically became the nonf-existent 
a 

"Item 1" previously referred to. But the truth hidden from and misrepresented to the @ourt 

is that the first of the specified listings is in the plural, for "copies of photographs in 

the file." 

Plaintiff submits that the cited correspondence alone is detailed and specific 

and that it is not subject to innocent misrepresentation. The effect and plaintiff believes 

the intent was to defradf plaintiff, to perpetuate the suppression, and to mislead and 

misinform this Court,
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If any of defendants' agents or representatives had any serious fiovdts marginally 

expressed as “what does he want?", no% lettter was written, no phone call made, asking 

plainitff. If the person making this notation has been supplied with prota ee at written 

and specific requests (no question of whether tee eeqneees net the "identifiable" qequires 

wade ment of the law hag xeRE even been made or can be made) there would have been no 

doubt. What seems like a not unreasonable interpretation is that some lower-exhelon 

employee may have withheld plaintiff's written request even though basic and incorporated 

by reference, Poon ndants iis-level agengt. This is not tousuggest that withholding such 

basic information need be innocent or accidental. It could be expected to have and did have 

the effect of continuing suppression by leading to wrongful denial fof plaintiff4s appeal. 

It also seems not unreasonable to believe that this and any other Bigher—echelon questions 

received verbal answers from the lower echelon.
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Whese plaintiff's appeal, in the sixth oaragrsph, precisely accurately, as the 

foregoing direct quotation of xkxxkm relevant correspondence shows, says, 

"There is no existing photograph of the left side of the knot of the tie. I have asked 
Esezeeeeexy tnat it be made for me and have been refused." 

Aside from the reading the Court may get from the total absence of gto tograph ot the 

only side of the sie°d1 Leged to be damaged as a reflection of the caliber of the 

investigative and photographic work done for the Commission by the Department of Justice, 

which rendered these services for the Commission and provided the official interpretations 

thes! nea. under this paragraph is written, "has he been denied this?" Above the 

word "refused", and refusal could not have been more concise and direct, is written the 
oa 

word "no", dent this became non-existent "Item 2", 

    
   
   

yd — 

"T also want a 

\ op 

photograph from the original negative, not a photoengraving negative, of the back of the 

What became "Item ay 

  

shirt, preferably the largest clear enlargement f the areas of damage and including the 

top of the collary,y from the Archives pictures rather than those included in FBI Exhibit | 

60 or eee request has been quoted above, together with the Archivists firmy 

rejection, saying that he will not do it under any circumstances. Therefore, someone 

has written in the margin, "new request", and the rejection of the appeal is made to say 

this and the adjacent tjemmeerequests "have never been denied you by the Archives". The basis 
Adindivte wore 

given is not the above cited correspondence, which is beyond refutation emd-isfirm and 
larntiPhta tp 

repetitious in rejecting roper requests out of hand, -bate "consultation with the 

Archives staff". Who this or these people are is not indicated, but it may safely be assumed 

by the Court that reference is not to the custodial staff. The staff dealing with this 

  

archi¢ge has these cited letters, ead he question of intent im of jinidentified people in 

so grossly misinforming somebody ought| be raised. There is no question but that these 

requests were made and were rejected by the Archibist personally. . 
= — 7 , 6 fawin& 

There should be no need to carry this further. It again eliminates aay: dusetion. 

Who lied ie immaterial, but someone did. And on the basis if this documented lying 
} Let 

plaintiff's proper est ejected, This, too, in and of itself, in plaintiff's 

velicyf, proves that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and on this 

basis alone also plaintiff is entitled to judgement in his favor,
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However, this lying, while not under oath, is of a different character than that 
wietlen . eo 

of which in the past plaintiff has been the recipient. This lying was written after 
tlLeudants’ fl ants 

. ‘ : i : ‘ esggty on of. 
the complaint in this instant action had been filed. appeal; e Court may remember, 

was not even written for tasee three months. Moreover, with the above-cited written 

record explicit and definitive as it is, this falsehood was presented to this Court as 

the truth. Any proper examination of plaintiff's written requests alone could not but 

df incints, Ther tyungel, 
disclose the falsehood of these statements, to phaimetff and now to the court. 

Unless appeal, too, has been converted into a mockery, how can it be acted upon 

except by consultation with, the existing, written record, particularly when the appeal 

het und; pe . } . 
begins with citation of it? and law and regulations requape request prior to appeal? 

The copy of the rejection of the-ippeal just given plaintiff as an authentic copy of 

that given the court has the bottom cut off, Therefore, plaintiff cannot know all of those 

a 

to whom it wes referred, One item may address the frivolity of saying that because tf 

wd urh ot for some five months, 
automatic, forwarding of the rejection of the appeal yas no Ee plaintiff 

had not exhausted his eee eee remedies, Aside fofm the foolishnessness 
réje 

of arguing simultaneously that plaintiff's appeal had not been rejected and he had not 

Aol bul Laur ak pep rbetair, 
exhausted hig remedies Because the» jection had not been sete umen, one of the visible > 

abbreviationsy seems to indicate that the rejection was, in fact, forwarded to the 

proper and required office ~which to this day has done nothing - and that was September 

1¥, 1970. 

The preferred, if not the proper form for telling this Court that these alleged 

. CEvh bit 3] 
adilinistra tive remedies had not been exhausted is under oath. And a lengthy affidavit, was 

Nei in ji ri - is there 
executed, one of some 13 pages. Neither in it nor in any other sworn-to form is t 

avacl afk 

an such false representa$ion, for plaintiff did, in fact, attempt to use ad} Aces eave 

4 

remedies. His unsccusssful efforgf to obtain this public informatWon are years long, They 

were aftient, extending even to the Department of Justice and the representative of the & 

on 
- 

family, But presenting vais False representation to this Court under oath risked the 

second possibility of an accudation of perjury. Plaintiff presumes there is a limit 

{ 

to the possible perjury of which/defendnats are capable, in even so naple and uplifting a 

Cari thik 5b do Afr htt Atwerdiig,
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pny 
so dedicated a public service, as suppressing the basic evidence of the assassination 

of a President. 
plae 

With what is not in this affidavit that should be, what then, is there in it? 
4 

For the most part a concatination of the irrelevant, the prejudicial and the 

pd te (li afrsoud Wntrnd, 

One page more than half of the entire 8 Fidavig was already before this Court as 

redundant.     

plaintiff's Exhibit A in the original form and as Exhibit F in the form in which 

tor nos intitft hi rye |. 
defendants! "leaked" it to deny plaintiff his rights first—-reguest and first—use 

A 

to it. Did this Gourt require a third copy made from the same remote-generation copy as 

plaintiff's Exhibit A copy? 

Hardly. 4 

The reason was to lend an fair of authoritativeness to the affiflidavit, to suggest 

marmnly Thr . } 
the opposite of truth to the Court, that it was quoted and interpreted accurately. 

A A 

This time and a might bettér have been spent in providing the Court a photograph 

k ~~ Autort ed Wi aAlewWw et, 

of the last attachment, electrostatic copy of one fset of the pictures involved, those 

pape iges tes for the Commission in the form of FBI Esha The Court is asked to note 

| Be ncciirabs trved he EA) 
that this was presen x y months after plaintiff notified the Government of the 

bnrd dis tortbuyn 
fact of error in it.(Blaintiff's silence on this score is hardly an evidence of a 

a i nd hw ter hore bunlen aftitirn of 

predisposition toward the undignified and sensational What fhe hrchivist of estpsbzS @2 

electro stwhti hadeguwbe! fp “atcoterch | 
Unless the copy provided the Vourt is entirely unlike that belatedly given plaintiff, 

plaintiff asks this Court to examine that copy and ask itself if the Court can learn 

addi rire ol 

anything from it aside from th identification of the FBI and the claims that, invisibly, 

there is a "Nick Exposing White Lining of Tie" and that, equally invisibly, there are 

allegedly holes made by entereing and exiting bullets? . 

So little concerned were defendants with what the Court would learn - or so anxious 

that the Court not learn- that not only did defendants not provide the court with a 
pri hk 
———— 

photographic copy, they even xeroxed a copy of a copy made for an entirely different 

proceeding, established by the internal evidence. This is a remote-generation copy 

of what was prepared for the Warren Commission, as the marks of the spiral binding 

on the left, the shadows and others such things show. 

stills
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What was provided this Court is not a copy of FBI Sxhbbit 60. Nor is it either of 

the affidavit's descriptions{ bParagrpah 8), that plaintiff has " a photographic print 

of FBI Exhibit 60 in Commission Documents 107" of that. this is an electrostatic copy of 

"a photographic print of FBI Exhibit 60 mn Commission Document 107". 

What is termed Commission Document 107 is the Supplementary Report to the Commission 

by the FBI, expanding on its original report, Commission Document 1. Commission Document 

107 is printed, It is not merely a file of collected evidence, The printing of pictures 

  

   
requires introduction of piageee pone, screen, What plaintiff has is both the composite 

picture that is part of CD107, in the form of a photograph, not a photograph of that page,. 

plus photographs of the individual components of that composite picture. What the Court 

was given is an ekectrostatic copy of unknown generation of the printed page, including 

a reproduction of this composite picture, 
>
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an 
This is neither a new economy wave ngy SEGL Ent. It is an added effort to 

deceive the Court and constitutes a misrepresentation, aside from a nong—represention 

by virtue of ngfainglessness. Had a clear photograph been provided this Court, it or 

anyone at some future date would be able to detect that the upper left-hand inset, 

represented as a true enlargement of the hole in the back of the shirt, in fact is not. 

It amounts to manufactured evidence, manufactured to lend credibility to the official 

accounting of the crime, If this is accidental, as is not impossible, then the Court and 
tn the Lrmsoan 

the country have a reflection of the dependability of the FBI's worl and representations 

of its credibility, The enlargement is exactly reversed. Defendants selected this form 

of this mentage rather than copies of the published pictures they pushed on plaintiff— 

plier hye e Dee whatever reason - because the FBI's representation of the tie is 
lin Ment ip posal deem prod & thio prurt. Fa Evhibit LO ynsfea uf 

uttrly false and carefully contrived.-Lt~ie-tedesto appear that there is damage to the 
* A 

  

center of the front of the tie, which xuxeunmiskenkxwxkhxthex has to be bene the 
te be triece tus 

in fact is not true, There is no damage to the front of the tie, 7   

  

a 

The only asnage ‘ha ahat described as a nick on the extreme efft-hand edge, This is 

manufactured ewidence for which no gnnocent explanation is possible, 

But with this sample of what defendants conceive as informative and what is the 

due of the federal courts as "evidence", perhaps this Court can better evaluate the § 

irrelevant and immaterial \and incompetent) oath of that eminent schohar, the Archivist 

of the United States, as to what is "adequate for any research purpose he {feats plaintitey 

wire 
it ought be obvious that defendants' and plaintiff's concepts of what if research 

materials and true scholarship do not coincide fey 

With all the existing clear Poctographs “pais or this picture, amd with the originals 

fom which the first, negative was made and with that first hegative itself in possession 
  

+ he to 

official story 

may have in mind", 

fy 

inomnti 
— 
  

yr & Cord av Awd Wien ng less a vpy Mustrutes plaint th problem Athen burt’ A whit 
of counsel for defendante: defendantsphave provided a prime sample of plaintiff's need 

a (Defendants) 2 
for any genuine research ,of other pictures as wéll as yuhe principles of scholarship and 

law embodied in their "Argument" (p.5) that the law and reulations permit]them to 

regurgitate such photogrpfhic garbage:"Defendants submit there is no responsibility upon P y up 

them to produce dogcuments subject pto individual determinations as to "lmeaningfiulness',



a 

es 
° mi Z 
Insert FN, per) 

rc 

While there is no question but that this affidavit is a false swear end about 

the material, the question of perjury is one upon which only a court might pass. 

Certainly a non-lawyer such as plaintiff camuoe mene an expert bpinion. However, were 

one 0. this total misrepresentation colfbined with suppression of public information 

in a conspiratorial frame, there can be a hint oF SEPA EO" that the possibility of 

a perjury allegation might arise, It is in the last sentence of the first paragraph of 

Dr. Rhoads affidavit, ceellad te proper establishing oi credentials and innocuously put. 

It is also put inadequately and incompetently. That sentence reads: 

| wore following statements are based upon information acquired by me in connection with 

my services as Archivist and Deputy Archivist." 

This formulation covers everything that follows it. Its inadequacy consists in its 

failure to segregate hearsay, for what the janitor tolls ‘cab Aechivist is "information 

acquired" in the Archivist's official capacity; and its avoidance of acknowledgemeht 

of first-hand knowledge of that which is most relevant, Plaintiff's correspondence was 

mostly with Dr. Rhoads personally, in general,and as the quotations above show, specifically 

in this case. 

But not only could Dr. “hoads not acknowledge first-hand knowledge of the relevant 

correspondence, because it was so grossly misrepresented and falsely sworn to, he had to 

avoid even the indication before this Court that he jin fact, had first-hand knowledgee thus 

the seemipgly—innocent farmulation that suggests his knowledge, as one would normally 

expect from the top executive, came from subordinates and that he, personally, even though 

swearing to it, had no personal knowledge and was, in fact, disassociated from ‘Stok first- 

hand knowledge. 

If this seems like an overly-paranoid suggestion, thenPlaintiff notes the total 

absence of any reference to the correspondence, to the specific nature of plaintiff's 

requests, \explanations and descriptions and to their equally specific and unequivocal 

rejec tion,fin this affidavit) 

at issue. 

Yet they are the essence of what defendants pretend is 

  

As his knowledge is relevant in this case, Dr. Rhoads' knowledge is first-hand, and 

that his affidavit does not tell this Court.
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bagged to Ae aed wt Len fe, Leet, bifenkinte ure flat * 

The Act requires production of 'identificable records! not 'meaningful record'." q B 

But in their desparation, at this point, as plaintiff confesses having missed in the 

deluge of falsification and irrelevancies with which he was cenfronted with inadequate 

time for analysis and response, what defendant's here admit} lo tleet | 

"The Act requires production of ‘identifibale' records..." 
all. au nn 

This ib to concedee‘This is to anknowisd se that there is no genuine issue as to 

any material fact and that plaintiff is entitled to judgement in his favor as a matter 

of law, 

It is to concede, further, the intent to impose upon this court, to harrass and 

defraud plaintiff - to suppress, by whatever means and at whatever cost. 

fy 
Wh ile sincerrly believes that there neither is nor ever was any genuine issue as 

A 

to any material fact ahd that the immediately-foregoing is a complete admission of this 

by defendants, plaintiff is lost in a strange discipline, unfamiliar with its customs 

DR hwn ———<= 

and practises (whéch by now appear to be more @& like folkways and mores from Jisteuilents? 
an 

an 

example) While certain that " greet “ange pe Sogomenis ia/not welcome to busy judges, 

2 
plaintiff is also certain he cannot, ees from knowldge or er nat, anticipate what 

tbat they Wry" pn Wty pt 
will or will not influence a judge's thinkin’ or ee) ache addition, as set forth 

elsewhere, defendants have converted this from a simple cease under the law tw a political 

cause and an historical record. Therefore, erent at incumbent upon him to make at 

least a cursory record of what there yet is in this affidavit. 

For the most part it is irrelevant and immaterial. But is is also deceptive, mis— 

representative and confronts history with the identical dishonesties that it presents 

to plaintiff and this wee deck ; 

PAS ERT — 2 ti stoay! of all the Warren Commission record, including 

the clothing that is in evidence, The misrepresentation slipped in here as to what 

plaintiff seeks has heretofore been noted. 

Paragraph ogembedies a self-serving nenfingless that is also a deception, saying of 
— = 

the osaMamily contract,kkak "the validity of which has never been challeneged by the 

Government of the United States." With that Government one of the two parties to the 

contract, this is like saying that Hitler never challenegd the legitimacy of his



AY 

agate 
regime or its crimes, Tne legitimacy has been challenged, as by péaintife, and it has 

been challenged in court, there with success, a fact withheld from this Court by defendants 

and in this affidavit, sworn to by the respondent in that action. 

, Paragrpah Ay designed for other purposes, again ends any question and proves 

pliont te clave do 9 valgpiment in bin far and | | 
separately that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact, Affiantss own 

interpretation of this contract is that it requires "access to the articles of clothing" 

to "serious scholars or investigators of matters relating to the death of the late 

President for purposes relevant to their study thereof." The court is asked to no#that 

this affidavit does not claim these words give it authority to decide for any (the word 

omitied by affiant in this quotation) scholar or investigator what his study shall or 

shall not include, This paragrpfh also concedes that the_onlypasis under this contract 

for denying access is "to prevent undignified or sensational reproduction", of which 

there is and is proven and conceded by detendants not to be any question with respect 

tp plaintiff's requests, as previously set forth. Kener this affidavit nor defendants, 

here, anywhere or ever, claim that plaintiff docs not meet the requirement of "serious 

scholar or investigator of matters relating to the death of the late President." With the 

budren of proof upon defendants under the law, they do not even suggest it, leave alone 

make the clain, Further, this parapgraph of the archivists own interpretation of the 

contract requires of him what he refused to do on plaintiff's request, as set forth in 

the foregoing direct quotations from the correspondence, "photograph or ocherwise reproduce 

for purposes of examination". These purpose have heretofore been shown to require the 

providing of copies udder both law, reghation and the € defendants' own specific 

regulation’ um for this special archive, The final clause acknowledges the defendants 

are required to provide for the "use of the said materials", vrecis&ly what they saekxkux 

deny to plaintifftf# and in this action, 

Paragrpah Dy in truthfully representing that "the letter agreement provides that 

all"duties, obligations and discretions' uf the Administrator under the agreement,.ehave been 

  

delegated" to the Archibat? would seem to counter the @rguments yaictaman contrary) i" 
pao gl hy 

defendants' fyotion, which clainsfi,e Archiv&s# is "not a suable agency", It also concedes 
fs 

the requirement of the agreement that the Archivist photograph the clothing,
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Paragrpfh 6yis more than casually deceptive in alleging what is irrelevant, having 

to do with 2ssexsext" rights of privacy", the "degree of sensitivity (that)attaches to 

discussion of events and personalities", "the rights of persons discussed in the papers 

to be fully proteéted", "secure storage", ‘Andexing" (the latte: two not the practise with 

this particular archive, lamentably in each case) and the alleged jeopyady to the willingness 

of prominent personages to donate their papers to the Archives, none of whiek is neve” eo int, 

Wve 4S atieged to be relevant, but all ef-#hich are suggested as being relevant, whereas not a 

single one is. It isa polishea Yow’for the hurrying eye, a clever deceit for the time- 

pressured mind, but utterly whet: papas; point in this instant action. Noéhwitstanding 

the clever semantical exercise, defendants still again find it impossible not to concede 

that the purpose of such an archie is exactly that they deny plaintiff, "use?.Nor is 

there, as is hinted, and question of "confidential# restrictsons" with regard to the 

evidence, The extreme to which this is carried is embodied in the argument that, WIf 

this confidence is destroyed, the valifiity of the whole concept of the National Archives 

  

and Presidential Libraries will be placed in yeupaxiyx question,..." This is to pretend 

the opposite of the fact, that the cont:act requires withhgold, xxmbkehxkkx 

or the political overtone, that the family is responsible for the suppressions. The 

fi 

contract requires access and the defendants, refusing th honor these provisions, violate 

ghem and hen say it is the doing of the family. The words here are smooth, seemingly 

reasonable but of incredible defamation of the living and the ones they lost. 

Gufhnd arm 
Parargaph 7 embodies that+itierian pose of the Archivist, that he has the réght 

to decide for plaintiff or anyone else what his research should or should not be, should 

or should not include, what its purposeg§can and cannot be and the more incredible right, 

attributed to neither law nor regulation nor contract, to decide, not knowing what 

plaintiff's purposes or needs are, what is "adequate for research purposes". “This is the 

concept of "research" and "adequacy" that prompted defendants and particularly the Archivist 

px, 4 uo papreserks 
to give this Court a deliberately manufactured piece of evidence shewing that the damage to 

. fuhpicctirn 

the tie was in the Genter of the front of the knot, the same mesefeeture presentéd to the 

Warren Comuission by those who represent defendants, whereas, to the knowledge of all, there 

was no seh damage there. This is "adequate"? This is "research"? Nay, this is official
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propaganda, a characterization not diminished by its misrepresentation as "evidence" to 

this Court,as if was to the Commission that was thereby victimized by this centrisare: 

to hide reality, to make the false appear to be true. 

With this action under the "Freedom of Information" act, can any concept of study, 

research, investigation or even "freedom" be more debased than by the assertion of the 

claim to the non-existing right of Government so to dominate and control what people 

may know? 6nly the hobnails are missing. 

It is conspicuous that neither here nor anywhere else, in these instant papers or 

any other, in any alleged but non-existent index ,is there any listing of even the existing 

pictures of this most basic evidence. Thus they are not listed to establish this "Yote ja!" 

assertion of "adequacy". With none of thé essunkiai photographs essential for any serious 

study of this evjdence provided plaintiff by defendants and with their refusal to “Jake 

prqyreficerl 

those that are required, the absence of a listing of the "adequate" is Peesent os is 

the a to give this Court §0 contemptuous a display for its integrity and purposes as 

that deliberately-indistinct xeroxed fraud and deception Liblal "F Bi Ethbs Lé : 

The use of such Language, a8 "“avoidg any possible violation of the letter agreement" 

is a separate fzaud, in the light of the actual meaning of the agreement, stripped of the 

added-exd deceptive added emphasis. "Access" is therein stipulated, as is photographing. 

But were this not the case, with the expressions by the family representative in Complaint 

Exhibit C, there is no such genuine official apprehension, This is political, not a 

contractual pleading, still another repetétion of the phoney pretension that the family 

requires the suppression. 

The libetlous suggestion here, thatfplaintiff has "the purpose of satsifying 

personal curiosity rtfher than (for)research purposes", has already been exposed. LS, 

is no honest interpretation of ,the fine detail of plaintiff's descriptions of what he whey 

Sa (a reguirement not imposed upon him by we law} or regulations), and his unending 

mnt 

protest about the continuous forcing upon him of what served oe purposes as a 

subst¥otute for what he asked. 

Not is there in the minds of defendants any question about whether plaintiff 

: 7 . : : : : 
is a "serious scholar or investigator". His public record is above question in this
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regard. Defendants do not and have nd raised this objection because they dare not. 

This is what reduces a inuendos and libel, hardly evidence to a court of 

law and anything but the meeting of the "burden of proof", 

So far is all of this evil suggestis6 and hinting removed from reality that plaintiff 

is constrained to add that not one of his specific eee (a See X 

item of apparel. 

The rest of the innuendos in this paragrpah are contrary to the provisions of the 

contract. What iff in effect dow is to argue that the céntract makes impossible any kind 

of access. Defendants are thus in the strange position of simultaneously arguing that the 

contract they claim to be valid is invalid, Either way, they are lost. 

Paragrpph 8 has other lies already exposed, ae the false pretense a "plaintiff" 

asked "to take his own photographs" 

puncte, 
Poeragrpph 9, again one of lies shat, being under oath and ¥elevant, xkmsakx 

bhe © , has 

also, like those above, may be perjurious, suchas "plaintiff, never asked specifically 

requested permission to examine the above-mentioned artcfiles of tlothing, " sa already heen 

Lec —— ther prriprrpt 
shown to be #*6s, as is truc m@& of what follows yeuain the—fomesotme, 

Thus all the long-denied attachments, falsely certified as immediately served upon 

plaintiff, denied after he requested them, can have a reason for this strange and 

irregular history of dpeial to plaintiff until after his second reyuest, too late for them 

to be incorporated where they beteuy 4 plaintiff's presentation to this Ceurt. Like all 

other attachments and quotations, these exhibits prove exactly the opposite of what they 

are claimed to show, where they are not false or irrelevant, and like everything else, 

their net effect it to validate plaintiff's Motion of Summary Judgement in his favor 

becuse they, too, prove that there is no g€ nuine issue as to any material fact. 

The truly pathetic plight of those who would subvert the law is that with even the 

immaterial, there remains no genuine issue as to any fact, and again it is as plaintiff 

represents and represented, 

It is the combination of insatiablelj&ust for suppression and legal bankruptcy that 

forces so mighty a Government into so demeaning a position and, as an alternative to compliance 

eae in 
with law and its own regulation§ imposes upon plaintiff and thereby this Ceurt an intolerable 

gta
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torrent of the incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial after flooding both in a tide 

of misrepresention, deception, misquotation and outright Slechood, in the hope that 
tof dy be ten heeding becavrae ff She 

pes o—heekex -sime- of the beth       plaintiff would drown therein and the Court be dé 

papers so establishing,


